Make it Happen

www.makeithappen.club
Pupil Name: Alan
Primary School:
Class:

Who would use it?
Anyone who likes Maths and Unicorns

Why would they use it?
When they are bored and want to have fun

What would it do?
Users have 30 seconds to answer maths questions. Each correct answer makes the unicorn fly higher.

App Name:
Space Unicorn Maths

App Description / Notes
Answer maths questions correctly to fly a unicorn to space.

www.makeithappen.club
Make It Happen Winner
Who would use it? **Kids**

Why would they use it? They would use it to practice their spelling words.

What would it do? Every time you got it right the reindeer would move up the rainbow. You would win if you reach the pot of gold.

App Name: Reindeer Rainbows

App Description / Notes: It shouts out the word and then you have to type it in.
Make It Happen Winner